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Cúrsaí teagaisc

Craic sa Chlòs
A focus on positivity at yard time 

Yard time is a time of the week most
teachers dread but most children adore.
Having craic is usually the last thing to
occur for the teacher or pupils in need of
support. However, schools can make
small positive changes to improve the
experience for teachers and make it
more enjoyable for pupils, bringing a bit
more craic sa chlòs. 

Here are six bite size steps for a more
positive and fun filled yard; 

1. Mind-set change. 
2. High fives as praise. 
3. Tips on transitions to yard.
4. Celebrate the yard. 
5. Keep children active on wet days. 
6. Don’t take yard away. 

Mind-set change: introduce and
encourage mind-set change around how
the adults in your school go about yard
duty. Instead of seeing teachers and
SNAs as ‘custodians of the rules’ and
‘guardians of health and safety’ we need
to see these roles instead as ‘facilitators
of play’ and a more positive force on the
yard. Adults could catch children being
good or jump in a game and catch a ball
rather than always catching rule
breakers. Stepping out into the yard with
a positive outlook changes how you see
the yard and how you interact with the
101 things that happen as hundreds of
small children scuttle about with open
laces. at transformed experience
makes yard a little more enjoyable but
mostly reduces the burden it can make
on top of an intense days teaching. A
positive outlook is just one element but a
key ingredient as we see each

interaction, incident and accident
through that mind-set. 

High fives as praise: try to encourage a
focus on praise for desired behaviour
during yard time. ere doesn’t need to be
anything fancy like trophies, stickers, certs
or sweets, just a simple and humble high
five! If you see a child doing something
kind or fair or safe, give them a high five
and name the behaviour. It is quick,
simple, immediate and effective. Both the
teacher and child walk away with a smile
on their face and the next oncoming child
complaining about having no one to play
with seems less of a burden. Encourage
the children to high five each other,
before play and after – just saying “have
a good break” or “great break”. High
fiving in games, win or lose is a great way
to promote being a good sport. ese
simple interactions are free and bring a
sense of positivity between adults and
children, and children and children thus
changing some of the negative dynamics
that can exist. Soon children’s attitude and
responses will improve during the daily
conversations about safe play in the
school yard. Praising desired behaviour
is far more effective at encouraging
behavioural change than reminding
children of the rules. 

Tips for transitions: bring some focus
to the transitions to and from yard.
Usually the big melee at the start of yard;
the exit and escape from the door is epic
for children, but sets yard off with a high
energy far too early, leading to bumps,
falls and many a spirited argument. Start

with the children walking to their lines
like how they exit yard. Have the teachers
or children lead a warm up while yard
duty teachers hurry out after catching a
brief moment to fill a flask with coffee as
they go without a break that day. Finish
yard time with cool downs instead of
enforcing static still lines. is helps keep
yard calm but also children go back
prepared for class, and you don’t have to
spend 20 minutes negotiating children
down off high energy to do their quiet
work, so you can finally run out to the loo
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Teaching matters

or correct a copy. Transitions are usually
when most escalation of conflict can
occur after play so have something in
place to focus and divert attention. 

Celebrate the yard: start to talk
positively about the yard, and not just
when there are problems. Call the
principal down for good news. Have
yard weeks with competitions, special
games and extra things to do, helping
children and teachers focus on what’s
great about yard time. Make
announcements on Fridays calling out
positive things you notice. Children are
more likely to practice desired behaviour
if they hear their peers being praised for
it rather than being told to do it. Get
parents involved, let them see you act
proactive when it comes to yard time.
Often parents can be most worried
about this unstructured time at school. 

Keep active on wet days: be flexible
on wet days. Encourage class teachers to
take the children out if it dries up. Use
www.gonoodle.com on your IWB for
brain breaks and indoor play. Don’t
always switch on a DVD; maybe get
older kids to come down and do seat
exercises. Often on wet days teachers
find there are increases in poor
behaviour and this is most likely linked
to reduced opportunities to move about
and expend some energy. Consequently,
having this in place is most important
for the liveliest of pupils. 

Don’t take yard away: the children
that need yard most are probably the
ones who break the rules the most for
many reasons. However, don’t use
missing yard as a consequence. Limit
removal of yard time as a consequence
for yard behaviours only and focus on

ways to divert children into games and
activities to reduce misbehaviour. Don’t
use removal of yard for class based
issues. As behavioural issues are mostly
down to frustrations and pent up
emotions, those children especially need
to be outside and working that energy
off. Yard is their one break from the
structure of class. 

It’s easy to justify injecting positivity into
the yard because of the residual benefits
for teaching and learning, conflict
management and promoting activity.
However, the hard part is letting go of
the traditional view of yard and the
teacher’s role. However, if you try one tip
for positivity you could soon be having
more craic sa chlós! 
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Instead of seeing teachers and SNAs as ‘custodians of the rules’ and
‘guardians of health and safety’ we need to see these roles instead as
‘facilitators of play’ 


